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GET THE H*LL UP!
WAKE UP YOU P.O.S.!! You went way to hard last night on “party Wednesday” and 
you just woke up with 10 minutes to get to your class and there is no way you’re missing 
this (you’re an academic weapon, obviously). Get out that door and try to avoid all of the 
gnarly obstacles along the way. Good luck!

-Betsy Wagner, floor supervisor



Jack “cane sugar” May, Managing Editor
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Staff “Ingredients in my CBD Chews” Box

FRESHMEN DISORIENTATION
Kristin Kelley called a professor “mom” in class. Madison 
Kelley called a professor “daddy” in class. Lauren Kelly 
likes pictures of cats in suits. Shane Kelly paid $100 for 
front row Rick Astley seats. Benjamin Kelsey IMPOSTER
Ann Kennedy is haunted by the ghosts of John-John, Bob-
by, and JFK. Megan Kennedy is next. Margaret Kenny 
swears they can play the dusty ukulele in their closet. Re-
becca Kerr is already considering dropping out to hitchhike 
across Europe. Shaina Khan is probably related to Ghen-
gis Khan (because 1 in 200 people are, fun fact of the day!) 
Dilnoza Khuseynova has a doppelgänger on campus. Hy-
angyoo Kim wishes the hill had an escalator. Juhyung Kim 
believes that crypto is the future! Dawson Kimbell has been 
to none of their classes. Liberty Kingsley thinks the earth is 
flat. Sarah Kissinger has a dead body in their closet. Henry 
Kline thinks the word “cheugy” is actually pretty inventive.
Grace Klonsky liked Vampire Weekend before it was cool.
Patricia Klosterman knows how to perform dental surgery 
if needed. Ryotaro Kojima is trained in self defense. Alex-
ander Kopley thinks Denison students should make at least 
$15 an hour. Katherine Kress thinks the Bullsheet is the 
dumbest thing ever. Jake Krueger fell in love with someone 
on a train and hasn’t seen them since. Jake is heartbroken.
John Kubiak took the L. Ava Lacoseglio still hasn’t pooped 
since getting here. Duyen Lam has someone’s name tatooed 
on their ass cheek. Ethan Lam doesn’t know how repro-
duction works. Han Lam Do once rode a tractor to high 
school. Lilah Landsman doesn’t believe in grammar. Ryan 
Lasloudji is worried about getting lice. Virginia Lawrence 
knows is afraid of Virginia Woolf. Khanh Le has a fan tik 
tok account. Minh Le has a cracked phone screen. Ngoc 
Le collects floppy disks. Phuong Le thinks hydroflasks are 
overrated. Uyen Le Khanh thinks you should resist rocket 
science. Anh Le Tu knows that you can’t beg for anything 
in order to be respected. Yejin Lee knows that love requires 
work. Matthew Lehmann tried the spice bowl and actually 
really liked it!

Is it dumb 
to buy a car 
with some-

one?

-friends of friends


